
 

Dawid Godziek Wins Dirt Battle Vienna 2019 

  

Vienna, Austria celebrates another 2 Worlds First Tricks 

  
Vienna Austria, April 1st 2019 - Dawid Godziek rules victorious at the 2nd  
edition of Dirt Battle Vienna. Swiftly followed by two austrian riders, Peter Kaiser 

in second and Dorian Macher in third. Next to the great setup from Balzamico Trail 

Design including a huge 8m Roll-In Tower, a 

dirtjump and a quarter-pipe there was enough space for massive crowds at the  
Argus Bikefestival in Vienna. 2 worlds first tricks have been landed at Dirt Battle 

Vienna successfully and another 3 to 4 have been tried. The contest immediately 

returned on the big stage in it's second edition! 

 
 
After being in second place last year Polish Red Bull athlete Dawid Godziek striked back and 

ended up winning Dirt Battle Vienna 2019 with a worlds first Cashroll - Double - Barspin. A 

trick the world has never seen before! "I am so happy, to be back! I can't  

believe it myself! "The level was so high so I had to try and land it! The huge crowd 
definitely helped me to push my limits and I can't wait to be back at Bikefestival Vienna next 

year!" 

 

Right on Dawids heals was the Austrian Peter Kaiser who is amongst the best mountainbike 

dirt and freeriders in the world and recently got his first win at the Crankworx Rotorua Whip 
Off Championships. His tricks were unreal and his  

Cork 720- no hander to can landing put him right into second! Besides that the Austrian 

„Caesar“ of mountainbiking took the win at the highest air competition with a final height of 

9.05m that no other rider was able to beat. "We need more events like this! To ride a 
session here in front of that many people right in the city centre of Vienna with all my 

Friends is just unreal. It can't get any better!" 

 

 
Peters 18 year old countrymate, Dorian Macher gave it all he had and he was looking  

super strong throughout the whole weekend at his first ever Dirtbattle! His amplitude almost 

made the dirtjump look small. He claimed 3rd place with an unbelievable Doublebackflip - no 

hander! "Never ever in my Life I have been riding in front of such big crowds. The 
atmosphere was just unbelievable. Huge thank you to Andi Brewi for making this event 

happen and I can't wait for next years edition!" 



 

Here is the top 5 ranking of Dirt Battle Vienna 2019: 

  

NAME      NAT   TRICK  

1.  Godziek, Dawid      POL   Cashroll – Double Barspin 

2.  Kaiser, Peter      AUT   Cork 720 – no hander to can landing 

3.  Macher, Dorian      AUT   Double Backlfip – no hander  

4.  Winkler, Bernd      AUT    Backflip – Double Tailwhip 

5.  Nagy, Oszkar      HUN    360 Barspin to Suicide Double Barspin 

 

 

Besides those trick Premieres, Peter Kaiser beat last years Highest Air Record by 55cm 

enjoying the best views of Argus Bikefestival all by himself!  
 

 

Perfect! That's how event host Martin Friedl from Argus Bikefestival summed  

up the second Edition of Dirt Battle Vienna. "It couldn't have been any better,  

perfect weather, great atmosphere, crowds like never before and the Dirtjumpers proved 
one more time that they earn their spot as the Highlight of Europes biggest Bikefestival! 

  

Further information can be found here: http://www.bikefestival.at/  

All the Dirt Battle Vienna news including a highlight Video can be found on the official 
Website coming soon: http://www.dirtbattle.com on www.instagram.com/dirtbattlevienna 

and Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLOY5qljZB0F1eLRLsRMjxg 

  

For further information, please send an E-Mail to: dirtbattlevienna@gmail.com. 
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Contact: 
Andi Brewi, Moderation – Sport – Events  
Andi Brewi 
Mohnblumenweg 9 
1220 Wien  
  
Email: dirtbattlevienna@gmail.com 
Phone: +43 (0)676 9567006  
  
  
About the Dirt Battle 
The Dirt Battle is the first contest with a unique Best Trick and Highjump format. Hosted by die eventcompany and 
organised by Andi Brewi Moderation – Sport - Events the event took place for the first time ever in 2018. This two-

day event in the city center of Vienna is the big highlight of the Argus Bikefestival.  
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